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ABSTRACT.
An investigation has been carried out into the magnitude 
of energy losses that occur at a three pipe junction pit structure 
in a stormwater system. . .
The investigation comprised basically of three parts:-
a] A literature review.
b] An experimental study.
c] Analysis of the results.
Over 100 tests were conducted on a model with a scale ratio 
of approximately 8:1. The tests were conducted over a range 
of flowrates, for each of these flowrates the upstream loss 
coefficient [ ] , lateral loss coefficient C ki_ D and water
surface elevation coefficient [ Kw ] were obtained.
From the results of the experimental study it was possible 
to carry out a comparison and assessment of present literature 
and design data available.
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A. INTRODUCTION.
One of 





may or may n 






e t c .
the problems that a Civil Engineer faces at least 
career is the design of a stormwater drainage system, 
lly design such a system it is necessary for the 
be able to accurately design each section of this
igner at present uses methods and design aids that 
ot lead to an efficient design. If the design 
igned that is the stormwater system will not carry 
amount of stormwater, flooding usually occurs by 
pits or by the stormwater bypassing the inlets to 
systems. This flooding can then have a direct and 
cost. For instance damage to roads, property; provision 
services, time lost by residents; effects on health,
Alternatively, the stormwater system can be overdesigned,
This leads to excessive expenditure on pipes, excavation, etc. and 
should be regarded as a mismanagement of funds.
One of the most important things a designer must consider 
and make allownaces for are the losses that Occur through the 
system. There are two types of losses, friction losses in pipes 
and energy losses at pit structures. Methods for determining 
friction losses in pipes are well documented and an accurate 
assessment of such losses can be made with a high degree of 
confidence if appropriate assumptions are made about the condition 
of pipe wall surfaces and pipe joints. Unfortunately the same 
cannot be said for pit losses. Very little research work has
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been conducted into energy losses at pit structures, with the 
exception of the work conducted by Sangster et al, and Hare.
C Both studies have been reviewed in this thesis.]
The research work undertaken in this thesis was aimed at 
obtaining the loss coefficients for a three pipe junction pit ,
structure. Over 100 tests were conducted, from the results of 
which it was hoped that firstly, they would enable a cross check 
of previous results and design data obtained by other authors, 
and secondly, that the results may lend themselves to a pattern.
This thesis can be divided into three parts, they are the 
literature review, the experimental study and the analysis of 
results.
In the literature review, [Section B], I have tried, for 
the reader, to establish a link between losses at bends, to losses 
at pipe junctions, to losses at pit junctions. Section C describes 
the experimental study undertaken. While the analysis of 
results is done in Section □ and Section E.
B. LITERATURE REVIEW
B.1. ENERGY LOSSES AT BENDS
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B.1. ENERGY LOSSES AT B E N D S ,
Head losses at bends and elbows are directly attributed 
to the deflection of the flow. Downstream from the bend a 
"vena contracts" exists that is, there is a contraction and 
then a subsequent expansion of the flow. This appears to 
contribute to the head loss found at bends.
The description of what happens to the flow at bends 
appears to be agreed upon by a number of authors, what they 
do not agree upon is the method of calculation of this head 
l o s s .
Two methods are described below, firstly one put forward by 
Ambrose in 1953 [see section B .1.1.], and secondly that put 
forward by Gibson [see section B.1.2.].
B~2
1.1. Ambrose: "Head Losses in Miter Bends" .
Ambrose attributes the dissipation of energy which occurs 
at bends to an eddy diffusion [see Fig. 1.1.1.], therefore 
head loss can be approximated by the conventional equation 
for an abrupt expansion.
ie. Dimensionless form:-
V2i}= Velocity head. (
Cr ~ is the ratio of the contracted area to the area of the 
pipe .
Therefore "determination of the contraction coefficient,
C Ct D therefore, suffices for an estimate of the head loss".
Ref . L Ambrose.
The author, Ambrose, then goes on to explain the problem 
further:-
"The two-dimensional miter bend [Fig. 1.1.2.] consists of 
three semi-infinite planes which serve as solid boundaries to 
the flow, the remainder of the boundary being a curved surface 
of separation upon which a constant pressure is presumed to act. 
The planes BA and BC form the outer boundary, intersecting with 
the deflection angle o( at the point B [chosen as the origin for 
Z - X + ¿¡j ] . The inner solid boundary DA is parallel to BA and
separated from it by a distance CL. The free surface DC is a 
curve and becomes parallel to BC asymptotically, the ultimate 
thickness of the jet being h . The point of separation 0 is
hL - Loss in head.











1.1.2. - Transformation Planes
B~3
defined by the abscissa C and the ordinate IX.. The dashed line 
extending downstream from D represents the position of the 
downstream portion of the inner wall.
Since the pressure is assumed to be constant along the 
free surface, it follows that the velocity along the surface 
varies in direction only. Inasmuch as either the magnitude or 
the direction of the velocities along all boundaries is constant, 
the necessary requirements for application of the free-streamline 
theory are fulfilled.
The problem can be considered as the determination of the 
coefficient of contraction Cc - h/(X. in terms of the angle Oi and 
the coordinates of the point of separation 0 - that is, the 
definition of the function f in the equation
Mathematically, however, it is more convenient to solve 
for C for given values of the deflection angle and contraction 
coefficient.M
for various angles oi . The results are plotted on Fig, 1.1.3.
b ra.
Ambrose then obtains a mathematical solution for the ratio h/c
In Fig. 1.1.3. for each value of oC , ^ / ( \ must equal zero for
C/&. - Co] OC . The 1 imit of unity is approached by ^ /tx for all 
angles between 0 and 7f as (X. becomes very large negatively. 
With 0( '  0 , h /fc is equal to unity for all real values of ,
whereas for C< approaching If , ^/(X approaches zero for all real 
values of c/cv .
cc
Q
F lg 1.1.3) - Contraction Coefficients
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1 . 2 .  Gibson: "Hydraulics and its Applications1' .
Gibson writes that For an easy bend the water Flows 
around the bend with a "motion approximating to that in a 
Free vortex, its velocity being greatest at the inside and least 
at the outside oF the bend". In experiments carried out by 
□ r . Brightmore, [which Gibson reFers to] the "loss due to bend 
does not occur so much in the bend itselF as in the portion oF 
straight pipe immediately Following".
From these experiments the conclusion was reached that 
"so long as the degree oF curvature oF the bend is suFFicient to 
set up the same distribution oF velocity, the overall loss is 
sensibly independent oF the curvature."
For calculation oF head loss due to sharp bend oF elbows 
Gibson uses Weisbach’s Formula:-
Head loss = F ~  (feet)
where F = O'946 + 205 SirF
AFter carrying out his own experiments, Gibson Found that 
the values he Found For F were considerably greater than those 
given by Weisbach's Formula For F .
From his results, Gibson obtained the relationship oF 
F -00000676 17 where Q is in degrees.
Both authors agree that the loss due to bends occurs in 
the straight section immediately Following the bend.
Ambrose and Gibson, also both refer to work carried out by 
Weisbach. The Former aFter arriving at a Formula For head loss 
compares his results to results obtained experimentaly by Weisbach.
B - 5
Gibson compares his results to Weisbach1s results after carry­
ing experimental work of his own out.
All three sets of results seemed to compare well at low 




B .2. ENERGY LOSSES AT PIPE JUNCTIONS.
The use of pipe junctions extend from large air distributing 
systems to small fittings used in domestic plumbing. Therefore 
most experimental work has been directed towards particular app­
lications such as liquids flowing at low velocities in small 
bore pipes; large flow rates of water, such as hydro-electric 
schemes: or air-conditioning systems.
Many reports have been published. Some experimentors 
published their results without attempting to analyse the 
problem or to relate their results to any theory. While others 
have put forward theories and compared their theoretically 
derived curves with the experimental results of others. In 
these cases a difficulty has been the diversity of conditions 
in which experiments have been carried out and the different 
ways of presenting results.
Because of this problem my review will be restricted 
to two reports. In these reports the authors have compared 
their results to results obtained by others. By showing these 
comparisons I am sure that I will cover the more important 
studies undertaken.
The theoretical investigation has been conducted along 
two lines of thought, they are the Free Streamline Theory and 
the Momentum Equation Theory, [these are explained below].
' Free Streamline T heory.
The free streamline theory is based on the flow having a
B - 7
boundary which is a streamline at constant pressure. Typically 
such a boundary could be a free surface at atmospheric pressure 
a condition which does not generally exist in a closed conduit. 
The way in which this theory may be applied to divided flows 
in closed conduits is to analyse the situation where the flow 
emerges through a slot or orifice in the side of a pipe. Having 
established the theoretical shape of the issuing jet, it is 
argued that to achieve this flow configuration with minimum 
loss, the pipe walls should follow the curve of the free 
streamlines.
The use of the theory in this way is unique in that it 
attempts to synthesize the required shape of a fitting from 
certain specified flow requirements. This is in contrast to 
most other experiments which attempt to analyse the performance 
and losses of given fittings.
Some writers have solved certain specific problems of 
dividing flow using this theory. Their results, although 
confirmed by experiments, are limited to the very simple flow 
configurations considered, and cannot be applied to more 
elaborate fittings which are known to give lower head losses.
It would appear that the inclusion dr tapered entries to branch 
pipes, rounded corners and guide vanes complicates the problem 
beyond the scope of the technique.
Momentum Equations.
A more successful theoretical approach has been made 
using the momentum principle. Despite making certain assumptions 
concerning friction losses and pressure distributions, the
B - 8
predicted curves agree well with experimental results. Vazsonyi 
assumes that losses in bends and branches are partly due to the 
deflection of flow and partly to the re-expansion of the 
stream from a vena contracta formed just after the fitting.
The equations derived from these assumptions were then fitted 
to existing experimental results by the liberal use of empirical 
coefficients.
The main advantage of these formulae is that they may be 
generally applied to any case ofdividing or uniting flow, and 
may therefore be used to predict the performance of new systems. 
Their reliability is shown to be good when used in cases of flow 
in side branches at low turbulent , but it would be valuable
to test their validity in a wider variety of cases, including 
flow at high ftg. As with the free streamline theory, this 
technique is unable to predict the improvements obtained by 
rounding corners c-r tapering the entry section to a branch .
In this section I will restrict my review to three studies 
carried out for combining flow at a Tee or Yee Junction.
The studies reviewed are important works, judged by the 
frequency by which they are referred to by others. The are:-
1. "The Mechanics of Manifold flow" by John S. McNown.
2. "Energy Losses at Pipe Junctions" by F. W. Blaisdell 
and P . W . Mason.
The above works also referto other studies. In reading 
the review that follows, the reader will find references to
these works.
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2.1 McNown: "The Mechanics of Manifold Flows” .
This study was carried out to determine the variation 
in head for flow in a circular conduit with a lateral 
inflow or outflow at right angles. For example this can be 
found in sprinkler systems [ divided flow ], water supply 
systems and in stormwater water systems [ combining flows ].
The result of this study is best summarised by the 
author.
"Theoretical results are shown to be insufficiently 
accurate for practical use except in a few instances. The 
systematized empirical results presented for the various types 




equation in the 
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he energy equation and the momentum 
tical study of both Divided and Combined 
] .
, lack of knowldge of the force component 
the lateral makes direct application 
ble without recourse to experiment.
□ ivided Fl o w .
The assumption is made that the mean velocity at each
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section in Fig. 2.1.1.a. is représentâtive of the Flow oF 
the section.
For the Flow that continues in the conduit the change 
in piezometric head, a K is given in the Following Forms: -
Ah _  ft . — / Vc\Z -  h£
VVZg ¡Vl/Z \  VJ
~  11 ~ 
a  ( i M i s
V average velocity, 
acceleration due to gravity, 
unit pressure, 
the density.
head loss due to Friction, 
d i scharge.
C For the meaning oF the subscripts reFer to Fig. 2.1.1.a.].
(c) DIVIDING FLOW
(6) COMBINING FLOW
O e . f m i f \ c m  S k e t c h & b
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Note the terms expressing the head losses are assumed to 
represent the difference between the total losses and the losses 
observed in normal conduit flow.
For the flow in the lateral, a similar expression can be 
obtained:~
A k ' /\_r\ / v i Kj?
Z.l.Z .__ n v r  \ t i i  t L
¿9
- “ /vf -  1 ■-Jiiif v t2.
are related to the
an d 2.1.2. are the






P&V 2 . 1 .1
Note, F in the momentum equation is the resultant of the 
unbalanced pressures inside the lateral. This force is considered 
positive in the upstream direction.
An exact solution was obtained in 1951 for the special case 
of irrotational two-dimensional branching flow, the classic Helmholtz' 
Kirchhoff theory of free stremlines providing a means of calcul­
ating the characteristics of efflux for various geometries 
and flow patterns. The numerous uncertainties in the application 
of the results of such calculations to the rlow of a real fluid 
in circular conduits and to wholly submerged efflux are evident.
Only if such a theory provides results coinciding with those 
observed in the laboratory can it be used as a basis for prediction.
The application of irrotational-flow theory in the solution 
f this type of problem is somewhat novel, particularly as it 
used for the calculation of a head-loss term, z /
/  V
By means of the method of successive conrormal transformations, 
a relationship was derived for the theoretical coefficient of 




L o F i g . 2.1.2. the re 1 a t i D n s h  i p ,
4  h  —  ■ 4 4  .........................................  2-1.4.\ V b /
w a s  d e f i n e d  in g e n e r a l  but i m p l i c i t  form, and r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  
c u r v e s  w e r e  p r e s e n t e d .
E q u a t i o n  2. 1.4. a p p l i e s  to d i v i d e d  flow p r o v i d e d  that
i ■ n, / i1 j ~ F r\ r I/
2] Tiie e n e r g y  loss c o u l d  be e q u a t e d  to that of s u d d e n  
e x p a n s  ion d o w n s t r e a m  fro m  a s e c t i o n  at w h i c h  the c o n t r a c t i o n  
of the jet c o u l d  be a s s u m e d  e s s e n t i a l l y  complete.
T h e r e f o r e  h e a d  Iotas [ hp- ] at a b o u n d a r y  e n l a r g e m e n t  is 
g i v e n  by
H, -  ( \  L ~ V"} U . 5
w h ere V, the v e l o c i t y  at the c o n t r a c t e d  s e c t i o n
Stl
~ T





Note: T In is is the e q ua t i o n A m broi use a tor c a l c u l a t i o n  
of h ead loss t hat o c c u r s  at bends. I see S e c t i o n  B. I .1 . ]
The a b o v e  a n a l y s i s  h a s  one p r o b l e m  as the a u t h o r  e x p l a i n s : - 
" O n e  fla w  in the a n a l y s i s  l e a d i n g  to E q u a t i o n  2 . 1 . 4  is that 
the s t a g n a t i o n  p o i n t  for the d i v i d i n g  s t r e a m l i n e  wa s  f o r c e d  to 
fail at the d o w n s t r e a m  e dge of the o p e n i n g  r e g a r d l e s s  of the 
g e o m e t r y  an d  d i s c h a r g e  ratio. As a c o n s e q u e n c e ,  a n o n - e x i s t e n t  
p a r t i a l  b a r r i e r  p r o j e c t i n g  into the flow w a s  i n t r o d u c e d  in 
the a n a l y s i s  of the f l o w . F or me at s i g n i f i c a n t  v a l u e s  if




Fiû 2 . I.Z -  Two -  Diïfte,Azionai Branch Poircf
Branch Point
Branch Point
(a )  DIVIDING FLOW (6) COMBINING FLOW
ig. Z.i.3 .-Re.swl'h) of a T y p i c a )  E x p o n m n V
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computations, not particularly significant in its effect on 
the value of Cc . Additional calculations indicate the amount by 
which the downstream channel width should be altered to cause 
the stagnation point to fall at the proper place without artificial 
modification of the flow pattern." .
Combining Flow.
The problem of calculating the head loss for combining flow 
[see Fig. 2.1.1.b.], also exists in stormwater design. The 
problem exists with the use of "specials". "Specials" are 
made by the pipe companies for cases where pits cannot be used; 
or it is cheaper to use "specials".
The author uses energy and momentum equations to describe 
the characteristics of combining flow. Because only the 
direction of the flow in the lateral is reversed it is logical 
to leave the equations in the forms given; only the sign of the 
last term in each equation must be changed. If Y denotes the
specific weight, and if a K is ( P c -  P ) / ï
2.1.7.
Similarly, if F is again considered positive in the
upstream direction, the sign on the term
should be positive for combining flow:
In the analysis, the author assumed that the two jets
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[that of the lateral and the conduit] coalesce, the entire 
downstream flow separated from the boundary as did the lateral 
flow in the preceding case. But work carried out by S. M. Naiz 
[Ref. 24 ] show that losses computed by the irrotat ional-f low
theory differ greatly from those measured for flow in circular 
conduits.
Therefore the author assumed that ,! for laterals smaller 
in diameter than the main conduit, the lateral jet presumably 
pierced the main jet and left part of the conduit flow 
comparatively undisturbed - a state of flow for which the 
assumed flow pattern is inadequate."
Experimental Investigation.
The author’s experimental set-up was decided upon after 
referring to work conducted at Munich under Mr. Thoma's 
supervision [see Ref. 22. ].
Therefore results obtained by the author could be directly 
comparable to the results of Thoma.
In the experiments conducted, in every instance considered, 
the diameter of the main pipe and the direction of flow therein 
are the same upstream and downstream from the junction, and the 
diameter of the lateral pipe is equal to, or less than, that 
of the main pipe. The axes of the lateral pipe and of the 
conduit are considered + n intersect at right angles.
The author explain, nis laboratory apparatus:-
"Throughout this study a brass pipe of E inches diameter 
[actual inside diameter, E .GB inches] was used as the main 
conduit. A similar pipe and lengths of brass tubing 1 inch in 
diameter and inch in diameter were used as laterals. All
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sections of pipe and tubing used
diameters long. The inside surf
slight traces of che mical deposi
machined tees, the intersection 
For each section of pipe th 
were plotted. The straight line 
drawn through the sets of points 
flow of each pipe. The lines we 
point as indicated by the solid 
these plots and from the observe 
heads, the total head [dash-dot 
were computed as also indicated
Results.
were between 75 and 100 
aces were smooth except for 
t. The three junctions were 
being sharp-edged.” 
e observed piezometric heads 
s of correct slope were then 
in the region of undisturbed 
re then extended to the branch 
lines in Fig. 2.1.3. From 
d discharge values the velocity 
lines], and the two head losses 
schematically in Fig. 2.1.3.
Divided Flow: Presented in Fig. 2.1.4. are two curves computed
from Equation 2.1.1., one for a zero value of head loss and the
otr loss equal to that in a sudden expansion. The
d because the decrease in the velocity of
at the jun ction is in some ways comparable to
that which occurs at an expansion. Also the results obtained 
by J. R. Barton for diameter ratios [ D¿y/Q ] of 1, , and are
shown in Fig. 2.1.4. With them are mean curves presented by 
G. Vogel from the Munich experiments for [ ] -ratios of 1 and 
0.58. Mr. Vogel also made measurements for = 0.35, but
he indicated that the s: ..iter of points was so great that no 
mean trend was defined. Except for a discrepancy in the region 
of the uppermost part of the curves for = 1 , the two
series of experiments achieved almost identical results.
h q  Z..I.4-. -  Cheche, irs Piez.ome.lric Head ¡a  tkß  
C o rid a li -for- D iv id in g  Flow
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From -the graph the author drew the following conclusions:-
1] The gain in piezometric head is significantly large;
2] The head loss is never as much as one half that at 
an abrupt expansion;
3] For small values of the ratio (k ij& . , the head loss as 
computed is actually a sizable negative quantity.
Mr. McNown also presents the graph for loss of head 
between the conduit and the lateral for dividing flow. The 
head loss for the flow that goes from the conduit to the lateral 
is shown in Fig. 2.1.5., the velocity head in the lateral based 
on = GL̂ /A being used as a reference for Fig. 2.1.5. a . , and
the conduit velocity Y being used in Fig. 2.1.5.b. Both are 
presented because the first is more useful for large discharge 
ratios and the second more useful for small ratios. The 
comparable results obtained by Mr. Vogel are also shown, together 
with curves obtained from the theory for plane irrotational flow. 
The losses observed are considerably smaller than those recorded 
in the Munich experiments; no explanation for this systematic 
difference was found.
Combining Flow: In Fig. 2.1.6. the experimental recults,
obtained by Mr. Niaz [see Ref. ZA ], for the drops in piezometric 
head are compared with Mr. Vogel’s [see Ref. 14- ] results.
Also curves obtained from the Bernoulli and the momentum 
equations are also plotted. For the first of thesse , the head 
loss was set equal to zero and for the second the unbalanced 
force was set equal to zero.
□n comparing the results obtained by the author, to that 
obtained by Mr. Favre [see Ref. 14 ], the author states:-
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The m a m  conclusion that the author draws from the results 
is "that the characteristics oh flow through manifolds must be 
predicted empirically, at least in part.” But in projects that 
require more accurate results, a typical junction should be 
studied in the laboratory.
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2.2. Blaisdell and Manson: "Energy Loss at Pipe Junctions” .
The above study was made t 
junctions of "agricultural drai 
authors faced was, was it bette 
the main pipe at right angles o 
at an angle of less than 90°. 
to agricultural drainage lines 
in any of the following :- wate 
sewage systems, air conditionin 
in which two streams of fluid, 
are joined.
o find the energy loss at 
n tile systems." The problem the 
r to connect the lateral to -
r should the lateral be connected 
This problem is not only confined 
but it can exist and usually does 
r collection and distribution systems 
g systems, and other systems 
whether they be liquids or gases,
j
Theoretical.
The equations below were developed from pressure-momentum, 
energy and continuity equations. The equations are solved for 
the loss in pressure head across the junction, divided by the 
velocity head in the main pipe downstream of the junction, 
arranged in dimensionless ratios, equated, and solved for the 
ratio of the loss in energy across the junction to the velocity
head in the main pipe downstream of the junction hvl . This
ù
ratio is the dimensionless energy loss coefficient Ç . For the 
main pipe
2.2.1.
and for the lateral pipe
•v Alt-­
Ad. Z+- l -^CQòbhb 2.2.2.
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The e q u a t i o n s  a b o v e  are i d e n t i c a l  to t h o s e  d e r i v e d  by 
H . F a u r e  [see Ref. ¡4 ] .
E x p e r i m e n t a l  Work,
The a u t h o r  c o n d u c t e d  h i s  s t u d y  in s u c h  a way t h a t  " t h e  
r e s u l t s  can be u s e d  to c o m p u t e  the loss of e n e r g y  at a ny 
s h a r p  —e d g e d  p i p e  j u n c t i o n  in w h i c h  the l a t e r a l  a nd the straight, 
m a i n  p i p e s  a re c o m p l e t e l y  Full of a n y  F l u i d . "
The v a r i a b l e s  t e s t e d  w e r e  as F o l l o w s : -
V a r i a b l e
8
h
L a t e r a 1 
C e n t r e
R a n g e  or M a g n i t u d e
. . 1 , 1.45, OJ 2.57, 4
.. 1, 2.12, 4, 7.11, 15
0 to 1
(J1 0 30°, 45°, 50° \! in 0 90
105° , 12 0° j 135°, 150° , 1 65
2, 5 , 10, 15 Fps.
55 j u n c t i o n s
T o p 9 j u n c t i o n s
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Equipment.
The experiments were conducted on the apparatus shown in 
Fig, 2,2.2. The pipelines were stimulated by transparent plastic 
pipe. The main had a 2 inch nominal inside diameter. The 
laterals had diameters ranging From % inch to 2 inches. The 
lateral, the upstream main, and the downstream main pipes were 
each 20 Ft. 10 inches, or 125 diameters long. The Five pressure 
taps along each line were located at 20, 70, 120, 170, and 220
inches or 10, 35, 60, 85, and 110 main pipe diameters From the
junction. The Flow rate was measured by calibrated elbow 
meters. Piezometers taps [5 per line], were located along each 
oF the three lines to measure the hydraulic grade line.
All readings oF the hydraulic grade line manometers 
were made with a cathometer - a level reading on a vertical 
scale.
Analysis.
The author describes below the way he analysed the results 
to obtain the loss coeFFicient.
"Loss CoeFFicient Analysis - The data were analyzed in 
two ways:
1] Empirical coeFFicients For the theoretical equations For 
each series - the data obtained on each junction - and For
v  .3 general theoretical equations were determined by the method 
oF least squares.
2] Second order parabolic equations [Equations 2.2.3. and 2.2.4.]
were Fitted to curves drawn through plots oF against ,
and the constants oF the equations were determined."
- L n e rg y  g ra d e  line  
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f r o m  frrcu ie-L ine McLAO-meter Readings,
S-S 1
For the upstream main pipe, the parabolic equations had 
the Form '
U 2.2.3.
and For the lateral pipe
+ ............................................ 2 - 2 - 4 -
"General equation" coeFFicients were determined For the 
centre lateral pipe and For the top lateral pipe. The general 
equation For the upstream main pipe is
I M COs 9 2.2.5.
while For the lateral pipe
/ M
A t
ten  9 EJM K ì 2.2.S.
Results.
The author used both the least squares and graphical 
methods to determine the junction energy loss coeFFicient.
Both these methods were compared graphically to the 
'perimental results Ca Full description is given in ReF. S ]. 
The conclusion the author reached was that the "least squares 
series equations well represent the data."
Comparison of Results with Others.
The author compares his results [see Fig. 2.2.3. ] to those
obtained by others. The results compare Fairly well with Iowa, 
German, and Japanese data. Most of the Missouri data Follow 
the theoretical curves better than the data shown in Fig. 2.2.3. 
The reason why the Texas curve shown in Fig. 2.2.3. is b o  
completely at odds with all the other curves is unknown.
Great Bri ta in
T heoretico!
T heoret
Q 9 L Genera! least squares-^
Genera! graphicalGenerai a
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B.3. ENERGY LOSSES AT PIT STRUCTURES.
There has only been a limited amount of7 research work 
carried out into calculating the energy losses associated with 
pit structures.
In this part of the literature review I will look at the 
work carried out by:
3.1 Sangster, Wood, Smerdon and Bossy C1958].
3.2 Archer, Bettess and Colyer [1978],
3.3 Hare [1980].
3.4 U.S. Department of Transportâti o n .
The research programmes were concerned with the nature 
of flow across pit junctions, when all pits are flowing full . 
and under pressure. While 3.4 is a review of the design manual 
used in Los Angeles. This manual is a direct result of the work 
carried out by Sangster et a l .
B - 2 4
3 • 1 • University of Missouri: ’’Pressure changes at Storm 
Drain Junctions". '
The following is a review of the work carried out at 
the University of Missouri, into determining the hydraulic 
characteristics of junctions in storm water drains.
The objectives of this investigation were the determination 
of the magnitudes of pressure changes occurring at common types 
of storm drain junctions, and the organization and presentation 
of These new data in a form usable in the design of storm 
drain systems. In addition consideration was given to improving 
the design of the junctions wherever possible.
The work of the authors can best be summarised as follows:~ 
"Rectangular boxes serving as inlets for surface flow 
alone, and as combination inlets and pipe junctions, were studied. 
Square and round manholes were also investigated. Several meas­
ures were evolved to reduce pressure losses for junction types 
otherwise chatacterized by especially large losses. The 
report covers the laboratory investigation and presents an 
analysis of the hydraulic characteristics of most of the 
structures investigated. Methods for converting the test results 
into design methods are discussed. A concluding section includes 
methods for the design of inlets and junctions in storm drain 
systems flowing full, together with illustrative examples.”
It should be noted that when using the design charts the 
limitations of the data are not exceeded. That is it is not 
possible to interpolate or modify procedures from Sangster's 
results for angles between 0° and 30°.
B - 2 5
Equipment.
The majority of tests performed by these investigators 
involved grate drop inlet junctions of rectangular shape. The 
junctions investigated were in common use by the Missouri 
State Highway Department.
The following arrangements of pipes and grates were 
tested:- [Refer Fig. 3.1.1,]
1] Flow through the short dimension of the inlet between 
pipes directly aligned in plan.
2] Same as 1 above but combining with inflow from a lateral 
pipe aligned at 90° with the through pipe centrelines.
3] Same as 1 above but with combining inflow through a top 
grate.
4] Inlet with grate flow only.
5] Inlet with combining flow from pipes opposing each other 
across the short dimension of the box with outflow through a 
pipe aligned at 90° with the inflow pipes.
6] Same as 5 above but with combining grate flow.
In addition, junctions of square and round shapes typical 
of manholes, were investigated as follows:-
1] Square and round manholes with all flow turning 90 while 
passing through the junction.
2] Same as 4* immediately above with the addition of flow from 
an T'-line upstream main.
The model layout is shown in Fig. 3.1.2. For a full description 
of the apparatus please refer to Ref. V \ .
The end product of all the tests was the determination of 
the change in piezometric head. For certain figurations the
B. Rectangular inlet with Qrcte flow only C. Flow straight through cny junction. D. Rectangular inlet with through 
pipeline and grate flow.
E. Rectangular inlet with in-line up-stream 
main and 90° lateral pipe (with or with­
out grate flow.)
F. Rectangular inlet with in-line opposed 
Ictercl pipes each at 90° to outfall (wiih 
or without grate flow )
G. Rectcngulcr inlet with offset opposed 
lateral pipes each ct 30° to outfall {with 
or without grate flow.)
•«yQo
H. LGiera! coefficient. J. In-line pipe coefficient.
_>°o
K. Lotercl or in-line pip-e coefficient.
Square or round manholes al 9 0 °  deflection or cn 
through pipeline at junction o f a 9 0 °  pipe.
Fig 3.1.1 - Tu.nct urn Co'tvfigu.ratioYNS Tested
Supply from Pump









found a considerable amount of surge occurred. To 
this, the extremes we're taken and then an average readiri 
ined. [In my thesis, in Model 2, I have found the same 
and I too opted for this solution.]
obtained piezometric readings were plotted against the 
of the tappings. From this the upstream and outfall 
lines can be drawn, then each projected to the "branch-
9
point" .
The pressure change coefficient was then obtained by dividing 
the pressure change by the mean velocity head in the outfall.
A tabulation of the type discussed in the preceding is presented 
in Table 3.1.1.
In the following section I will describe the investigation 
carried out for "Inlet with Main and Lateral" as this is the sec­
tion that directly applies to my work.
Inlet with Main and Lateral.
My work directly applies to this arrangement therefore I 
will concentrate on this section. For information on the other 
arrangement the reader is to refer to R e f . 2.̂ .
The model inlet box was 6 x 15 inches [1 to 4 scale] with 
a depth of 18 inches. The pipe arrangement consisted of a 
through line and a pipe aligned perpendicularly [laterals] to 
this main or through line, entering the narrow side of -fhe junction 
[see F .. 3.1.3.]. The flowlines of all pipes were flush with
the box floor.
A series of tests were carried out for CM J  O2. and 
equal or greater than unity.
Di
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Theoretical Analysis.
The method of analysis uses the momentum concept.
The authors’ assume the following:-
a] The flow from the upstream main contributes the only momentum^ 
effective in the direction of the outfall flow.
b] The flow from the lateral furnishes an added mass to be 
carried into the outfall by the force of the box pressure.
From continuity
0Li “  Qz. + CU 3.1.1.
The momentum equation incorporâting the assumptions above is
3.1.2.
Combining Equations 3.1.1. and 3.1.2., and simplifying
3.1.3.




See Table 3.1.2. for typical values of and obtained
by the authors. From many hundreds of tests the main conclusion
Table 3 .1 .2 ,-E ffec t of Total flaw cm L oss Coefficients
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5 0 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 5 2 5 0  1 . 9 3 1 5 5
4 0 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 2 2 5  1 . 9 3 1 . 5 3
3 0 0 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 4 1 5 0  2 . 0 1 1 . 5 2
Q 3 / Q 1 - 0 . 2 0 Q 3 / Q ]  = 0 . 8 0
5 0 0 0 . 3  4 0 . 3 3 2 0 0  2 . 0 8 ' 1 . 5 3
4 0 0 0 .  G 3 0 . 6  4 1 5 0  2 . 1 3 1 . 5 8
O 0 Ü A -■ *JJ . 0 ;1 0 .  G 2
Q  3 / Q  i = 0 . 4  0
Q 3 / Q 1  " L O O  
1 5 0 2 . 2 9 1. u 0
4 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 5 1 2 0 2 . 1 8 i O 0j. . b  j
¡ 1 Í' , •> .-n ■; O f ’. O ■>"
‘2,0 0 1 r» ^
*■•*■•■* ¿ . j  0
- -J
O   ̂ ■ n , 
^  3 ' -- i
i. . 0 i . G 0
D ,  ' D o  - 1 . 9 1 L) ] / D  *i2 - 1 0 0
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i J  1 - 0 . 1
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■' 5 0 ■ . r> ' ‘2 '0
3 0 0 1 . -I J
i . 0 Ü
! . 2 9 : 4 0 5 . 4 0 5 ' ’ 5
Q 3 / Q ; - 0 . 3  0
1 0 0  5 . 5 6  
Q :  ' o ' -  - 9 . 2 0
3 o 0 : 3 0 1 . : .) -
3 0 0 1 . 7 2 1 . 5  o - O u  - 2.  - 2 - 2 . ■' ;
2 3 0
, „  _ : r  ^ 15 0 - 2 . 0 6 - _ . i l
O  ir', , - n 1 q
= 1 . 0 0
1 . 3 4 1 . 5 0
2 5  0 - 0 . 6  i - 5 . 6 0
.. 3 Q /. •0 ^ ) .. 0 0 - 0 . 6  4 - 0 . 0 2
2 n  J 1 . 3  2 O Q Q Q  3 / Q  1 - 0.  u 0
D  i  / D u  " 1 . 0 0  D 1 / ; o 3 - : C, 1 2 5 0  ■. 0 . 7 5 Ü . O 1
D i  ' 9 . 7 2 i n .




' -  0 . 0 0 Q 3 / Q ,  - 0 . 3 0
, 0 0 0 .  1 2 0 . 1 2 3 0 0  1 . 5 3 1 . 3 6
3 0  0 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 2 5 0 1 . 5 3 1 . 3 7
Q 3 / Q 1 = 0 . 2 0 Q 3 / Q 1  = 1 . 0 0
5 0 0 0 . 7  3 0  6 5
—
] 0 q
2 5  0 0 . 7 2 0 .  G 3
2 0 0  1 . 9  0
1 5 0 0 .  G 5 0 . 5 6
15 0 1 . 9  1 u . , -
Q ; ;  / Q  i = 0 . 4  0
35 0 1 . 1 7 0 . 8  S
3 0 0 1 . 3 0 1 . 0 0
2 5 0 1 . 3  1 1 . 0  3
! 5 0 1. 33 1 . 0 7
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reached was that.: -
"The value of the total flow rate exerted only, a negligable 
and unsystematic influence on the pressure change coefficients 
once the geometry and flow division were fixed."
The effectof the lateral pipe size on is demonstrated ,
in Fig. 3.1.4., there is also a similar graph for Ky-CFig. 3.1.5]. 
these graphs it appears that K*. and Ks are influenced to only a 
very slight degree by the size of the lateral as long as the 
lateral does not carry a major portion of the flow. Once the 
momentum of the lateral jet becomes sizeable compared to the out­
fall momentum it should be expected to cause deviations from the 
theoretical analysis."
The horizontal line in Fig. 3.1.4. and Fig. 3.1 .ET . is a 
trace of Equation 3.1.4. From Fig. 3.1.6. and Fig. 3.1.7. where 
Equation 3.1.4. ils represented as the curve line, there appears 
to be an "exact agreement between analysis and test results" from 
^  / 0i\ -  0 to the flow division at which or K.a> may be zero.
When the lateral and outfall are of the same size, the agreement 
extends nearly through the entire range of flow divisions. Only 
when small laterals are employed [with consequently large values 
of the lateral momentum] does the deviation become appreciable.
As a consequence Equation 3.1.4. can be depended upon when di/6L\ ^ 4- 
for any geometry and for all values of / &\ when the lateral and 
outfall pipe sizes are nearly equal.
The author notes that Equation 3.1.4. should only "be 
applied to junctions which are geometrically similar to the 
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Design Charts.
For all the geometries tested the authors supplied 
design charts, which could be used in the hydraulic design of 
storm water drainage structures.
Figures 3.1.9. to 3.1.17 are reproduced From Sangster publication.




1. Straight through manhole without lateral
or change in pipe size. 0.1 - 0.2
2. Straight through manhole with change
in pipe size. - 0.5
3. Upstream pipe in line with outlet with
20% grate flow. 0.6
4. upstream pipe in line with outlet pipe 
and 9CP lateral. Flow from lateral 20%
of total flow. 0.5
5. Two opposed laterals, one-third the flow 
from the lateral with t.he higher velocity. 0.7
6. Two offset opposed laterals, two-thirds 
of the flow from the lateral nearest
the outlet pipe. 1.5 - 1.9
7. 90° angle, without change in size. 
No lateral. 1.6
8. Upstream pipe in line with outlet, 
plus 90° lateral. Flow equally divided
1.2between the upstream pipes.

































C o e f f i c i e n t  for  w a t e r  d e p t h  a bove  out fa l l  pr e ss ur e  l ine
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Entrance to outia-'î 
rounded !o radius -= D_*3 O
~3S7 V-" ^
?re ssL̂e
fig 3.1.10 — F l o w  str a ight  t h ro u g h  any j u n c t i o n
Supplementary char t  for modi f i cat ion of  Ku 
for  depth in inlet  other  than 2-5D0
ficj 3,.l. 1L-





































q  u-/ D0 = 2 -5 or more  






--------------- --------------0-3 - -
-------------- — --------------- Q. o _ __
-------------------------------------- 0 ! . ....
FiCj S .t . 12. —
R e c t a n g u l a r
Rat io d iamete r  ups t ream pipe to d iameter  out faü
i n l e t  w i t h  i n - l i n e  u p s t r e a m  m a i n  a n d  
p i p e  ( w i t h  o r  w i t h o u t  g r a t e  f l o w  )
9 0 lateral
0-54 0-6 0-7 06
i 1 i 1 LJ t i i I 1 i ; 1
0.9
0.54 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 D^ : ° - 8
R atio  of diameter of higher velocity 
lateral to diameter of outfall
0.6/ 0.7 O.S 0.9 1.0
Du/t )o ^ or values ^ ? 6 j  
Ratio of diam eter of lesser velocity  
lateral to diameter of outfall
diameter of lateral with 
higher-velocity flow.
Qh.y® rate of flow in lateral with 
higher -  velocity flow.
Du,® diameter of lateral with 
lo w er-ve lo c ity  flow.
Qu.* ra te  of flow in la tera l with 
lower-welodty flow.
To find Kr or KL for the right or 
le ft la teral pipe with flow at a 
lesser velocity than the other la t­
eral, read H for the higher velocity  
la te ra l D and Q, then rsad L for 
the lower velocity lateral D and G*
,h * n: Kr (or K J "  H - L
KrCt Kl for the lateral pipe with 
higher velocity flow i t  always 1.8
E levation  Sketch
K W' hts ̂ L2g hR »
F10 3 .1 .12>. — RectaAgidar m itt vyifk m-lme oppos&t lederà.! pip£s eaxK at
0̂° to ourtali /with òr witkout arate flow)
V02
= KN 2 V 0 22g
o
Elevat ion sk'
Ficj 3 .1 .1 ^ .-
R e c t a n g u l a r  i n l e t  w i t h  o f f s e t  o p p o s e d  i a t e r i a !  p i p e s  e a c h  
90° t o  o u t f a l l  ( w i t h  or  w i t h o u t  g r a t e  f l o w )
'ey  \ /  u

















To find K, for the lateral pipe, first reed K from
the lower graph Next determine M
Then
K - K x ML L L
Dashed curve for curved or 45° angle deflectors 
applies only to manholes without upstream in-line 
pipes.
Use this chart for round manholes clso.
For rounded entrance to outfall pipe, reduce chart 
values of i<L by 02 for combining flow.
For Qa/Q0 x Q0/D0> I use figure .̂1.17
For Dl/D0<0 6 use figure i.1.17






M a n h o l e  at  9 0° d e f l e c t i o n  or  o n  t h r o u g h  p i p e l i n e  at  j u n c t i o n  of 
9 0 °  l a t e r a l  p i p e  ( l a t e r a l  c o e f f i c i e n t )
0  o - l  0 -2  0-3 0 -4  0 -5  0 -6  0-7 0 -8  0 -9  1 0
To f i n d  K u f o r  t h e  u p s t r e a m  m a i n ,  f i r s t  r e a d  Ky
f r o m  t h e  to we- g r a p h  Next determine My
T h e n  _
K y  -  K y  X  M y
For  m c n h c ' e s  w i t h  d e f l e c t o r s  a t  0 *  t o  ¡ 5 ° ,  r e a d  K y  on  c u r v e  
f o r  B' / D 0 1 i 0
U s e  t h i s  c h a r t  f o r  r o u n d  m a n h o l e s  a l so .
F o r  r o u n d e d  e n t r a n c e  t o  o u t f a l l  p i p e ,  r e d u c e  c h a r t  
v a l u e s  o f  K y  b y  0  2 f o r  c o m b i n i n g  f l o w
F o r d e f l e c t o r s  r e f e r t o s k e t c h e s  on f i g u r e  3.
E l ev a t i on  s k e t c h
F o r 0 u / 0 0 X ° ° /o u >  1 u s e  f i g u r e 3 . 1 . 17.
F o r ° l / d o <  0 - 6 u s e f i g u r e  3.1 . 1 1
3.1 .14 -
h u  1 K u
v02
2 g
M a n h o l e  o n  t h r o u g h  p i p e l i n e  at  j u n c t i o n  of  a 90 l a t e r a l  p i p e




























Rat io  d ia m ete r  ups t ream pipe to d iameter  out fal l  ' ‘/ Q 0  
n h o S© o n  t h r o u g h  p i p e l i n e  at  j u n c t i o n  of  a 9 0  l a t e r a l  p i p e
Ficj, tb.l. 17
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3.2 Archer: "Head Losses and Air Entrainment at Surcharged 
Manholes*1 . '
This work on junction pit losses has also been performed 
at the Hydraulic Research Station at Wallingford.
The objectives of the research programme were:-
a] To provide data on head losses at surcharged manholes
of standard rectangular and circular design, situated on both 
straight lengths of pipe and at bends.
b] To examine the effects of surcharging on discharge capacity.
c] To study the process of air entrainment and its effect on 
discharge capacity.
Experiments.
The test programme involved the use of rectangular and cir­
cular structure [see Fig. 3.2.1.].
The tests were conducted on a 1 to 5 model, the layout 
is shown on Fig. 3.2.2.
The deflection angles ranged from 0° to 60° and the pipe 
slopes were 1/500 and 1/100. Surcharge heads were up to five 
times the pipe diameter.
Result.
From the results the authors obtain. 1 a value of for
each type of manhole for each deflection angle [see Table 3.2.1.].
Fig 3 . 2 . 1 .  -  T i m c - f  ior\ C cl\f}cruscàio T\<* Tested
D i m e n s i o n s  in  m m
fto¡ 3.22r ScKematic Diagrctm of hf\ft_n.hele. und Pipeline
Type of Manhole 0° deflection' 30°' deflection 60° deflection
Rectangular 0.1 0.4 0.35
Circular 0.15 0.5 0.95
T¡xkl& £.1.2. - Magm+xtiö oí Ku
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Conclusion.
From the results the authors concluded the Following:-
a] The change of alignment and the manhole shape were the main 
Factors inFluencing the loss oF head.
b] The slope oF the pipes and the degree oF surcharging had
no apparent eFFect, except indirectly through their eFFect upon 
velocity.
c] For a given manhole shape and deFlection angle, the head loss 
could, For most practical purposes, be regarded as proportional
to the velocity head. The constants oF proportionality applicable 
to the cases considered are given below.
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3.3 Hare: "Magnitude of Hydraulic Losses at Junctions in
Piped Drainage Systems". '
The author has divided this paper into two parts. Firstly, 
Part 1, the author has looked at the losses associated with 
a "closed" pipe junction and secondly, Part 2, to investigate 
the magnitude of losses at "open" pit structures by use of an 
experimental model.
From Part 1, the author obtained a theoretical solution 
[see Equation 3.3.1.] for the determination of energy losses at 
pipe junctions. After completing the experimental work and making 
certain allowances it was found that this theoretical solution 
could be used to determine the energy losses at junction pit 
structures.
Theoretical Solution for Closed Pipe Junctions.
The author has used the momentum and energy equations to 
obtain the following solution,, By considering the pipe junction 
[see Fig. 3.3.1] as a control volume and taking section 1, 2 and
3, the author has obtained the following equations for the 
general case.
i Cos Ob
^  K ~
3.3.1.
II
ficj 3 A  [ -  Tke^orefi uü. Analysis 1for f iped. Tar\cho^
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tb " (* ~ ̂  I + (* /iu "!3S e“-) (








k u  =  k b  ■ 1 '  1  n C£75 $ UA,
2./lo (-:os 5s
3k /?„ £atLO fiu.
C£> S 5{.l\ / 5 L Ve 
A a. / ( 4.C j
3.3.3
Therefore the total energy losses £ ,  A Hb and A a r e  
given b y :-
ûH* = U  'Jo/L^ .......................................  3 . 3 . 4 .
A Ha -  C h  Vò l L C j  .....................................  3 . 3 . 5 .
¿ P / i  - ku ' / ¡ V ia  ........................................ 3 . 3 . 6 .
where -ÂÜ
X
A Ha. L H b
pressure head change. 
total energy loss.
After comparison with other aulhors. Hare states:- 
"These equations have been compared against the experimental 
data of Archer [1913], K irchbach [1935] and Blaisdell and Marson 
[1963, 1967]. and have been found to provide good agreement for
cases where vena contracts effects are small. However i or 
geometries such as a 90° bend or tee where these erreccs are sig­
nificant. the theoretical solution tends to overestimate tnese
losses".
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Theoretical Solution For Flow across a Junction Pit Structure.
The author extended the theoretical solution' obtained 
For pipe junctions in Part 1 to apply For Flow across a Junction 
Pit Structure.
In Equation 3.3.3. the author makes the Following allowances
a] An allowance Akp is made For the presence oF the
pit structure itselF [0.2 downstream velocity heads For two- 
pipe junctions, and, say 0.3 downstream velocity heads For 
three-pipe junctions].
b] An allownace A.ks is made For submergence eFFects, using 
the equation:
the author» .
ThereFore the expression For pressure head change at the 
pit junction is: -
3.3.8.
kp,r Ik ■haKp+ 3.3.9.
where ky. For a two —pice junction can be developed From
Equation 3.3.8. as: —
3. 3.10.
and For a three—pipe junction as:-
9 Vi
z/L>(-l o S  6 h  60S 9 a \  l &b * £g\z
3.3.11
Oh Om I \ 6Lo I
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The above expression [Equation 3.3.11.] is an extension of 
Equation 3.3.10, the author has not carried out experiments for 
a three-pipe junction.
Experimental Work.
The author ran over 2,000 tests for his schematic layout 
[see Fig. 3.3.2.]. The tests were conducted on ten basic pit 
geometries that involved a single inlet pipe with a single 
outlet pipe. The pit geometries are shown in Fig. 3.3.3.
The tests were conducted under the following constraints:~
a] All pipes run full and under pressure.
b] Deflection Angles - 0° ^ 6 ^ ^0
c] Pipe Area Ratios - l OO < Ao/flu ^ 340
d] Grate Flows - 0 < Qlq / d o  < 0-5
e] Pits square in plane, pit width equal to Z D0
f] From Froude Model Analysis - Model to Prototype 1:5 scale.
Maximum velocity of prototype = 6 W A
g] Pit submergence ratio - [0 < S / Do ^ 4 0
h] All pipe entrances were sharp-edged.
i] All pits flat bottomed.
In the course of the investigation the author used three 
different diameter ratios, Du./Do . See Fig. 3.3.4. for typical 
junction pit operation.
Results.
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basic pit geometries [for typical graphs see Figures 3.3.5. 
and 3.3.6.].
From the experiments, the author Found there were two 
diFFering sets oF results depending on where the branch point 
oF the junction was located. .
When the branch point was located on the downstream Face 
Csee Table 3.3.1 . ] , the author observed the Following conclusions:—
a] Pressure head change coeFFicients are considerably less than 
those values which have been traditionally used in design 
practice. In Australia, a requirement oF 1.5 downstream 
velocity heads has been set as a design standard by both Local 
Government and road authorities alike. Typical values oF co­
eFFicients [For zero grate Flow] derived From the investigation 
are given in Table 3.3.1.
b] Negative values oF the pressure head change coeFFicients dev­
elop when the diameter ratio Qu./D», is less than one. The provision 
oF an expansion may thereFore be used to overcome other losses 
attributable to changes in Flow direction or the addition oF 
secondary [grate] Flow.
c] For practical purposes, the water surFace elevation in a
junction pit may be considered to be coincident with the upstream 
hydraulic grade line elevation. Ci.e. Kyy] .
d] The pit size and shapedo not signiFicantly aFFect the 
magnitude oF the loss coeFFicients.
e] A closed pipe junction theoretical solution can be applied 
to determine pressure head changes at junction pit structures 
provided certain allowances are made.
Where the branch point oF the junction is not located on 
the downstream Face, the author observed a diFFerent set oF
Ficj 3.3.5.
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conclusions:-
a] Loss coefficients are generally higher than those values that 
have been traditionally used in design practice. Typical values 
are given in Table 3.3.2.
b] The water surface elevation within the pit is located above 
the upstream hydraulic grade line by a distance of up to 0.3 up­
stream velocity heads. For a three-pipe tee junction the water 
surface elevation will correspond to the upstream in-line pressure 
line. The lateral pressure line elevation will be located
below the water surface by up to 0.3 upstream velocity heads.
c] The pit size is an important factor in determining the 
magnitude of loss coefficients. These are minimized when pit 
sized are kept to a minimun.
d] A closed pipe theoretical solution is not applicable and 
design information should be derived from available empirical 
studies.
From the above conclusions, the author recommends that the 
branch point should be located on the downstream face. This 
would enable a theoretical solution to be used to obtain the 
pressure-head change.
If the branch point is not on the back, the author 
recommends the use of "available empirical studies".
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3.4 U . S . Department gf Transportât:ion : "Design of Urban Highway 
Orainaqe". '
In the publication mentioned above, the authors have 
attempted to nominate design procedures for Urban Highway 
□rainage.
A section has been allocated for design of hydraulic 
losses at drainage structures. The section is divided into 
two parts, they are losses at junctions [i.e. Tee or Yee junctions], 
and losses at junction pit structures.
Losses at Pipe Junctions.
The authors have used the energy and momentum relationships
to obtain an expression for head loss at Pipe Junctions.
The formula is shown below:
+ hi " K v2 3.4.1.
with = upstream velocity head, reet or metres.
S\y£~ downstream velocity head, feet or metres.
ALj = change in hydraulic grade line or water surface
through the junction in feet or metres.
I he general formula for AJj is as follow
QlzVl ~ ÛiVi - OiVi Coi 8 3.4.2.
in which Qi\ , 0.2. and 0* are the discharges in cubic feet per
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s e c o n d [or cu b  ic m e t r e s  per s e c o n d ]  at th e u p p e r e n d , the '
o u t l e t a nd t he l a t e r a l  oF the 'junction cha m b e r . Vi , Vz and V3
are the vel o c i t ies in Fee t  p er s e c o n d  [or m e t r e s p er s e c ond]
r e s p e c t i ve 1 y at the u p p e r  end, the o u t l e t a nd the l a t e r a l  . f\\
a n d  f\i are the c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  a r e a s  oF F 1 ow in s q u a r e  Feet
[or s q u a r e  m e t r e s ]  at t h e  u p p e r  a nd l o w e r  e n d s  of the j u n c t i o n  
c h a m b e r .  A n d  ¿j is the g r a v i t a t i o n a l  c o n s t a n t ,  3 2 . 1 B Feet per 
s e c o n d  [or 9 . 8 0 2 4  m e t r e s / s e c / s e c j . The a n g l e  0 is t hat b e t w e e n  
the a x e s  oF the o u t F a l l  and the lat e r a l .
Fig. 3.4.1. s h o w s  t y p i c a l  p i p e  j u n c t i o n s  u s e d  in L os A n g e l e s
L o s s e s  at P i t  J u n c t i o n s .
T h e  F o r m u l a  [ E q u a t i o n  3 . 4 . 3 . ]  h a s  b e e n  o b t a i n e d  a F t e r  
c o n s i d e r i n g  the p r i n c i p l e  oF the c o n s e r v a t i o n  oF energy, 
i n v o l v i n g  b o t h  p o s i t i o n  e n e r g y  [ e l e v a t i o n  oF w a t e r  s u r F a c e ] and 
m o m e n t u m  e n e r g y  [ m a s s  t i m e s  v e l o c i t y  h e ad]. The total e n e r g y  
at the s k e t c h e d  i n t e r s e c t i o n  is as F o l l o w s : -
Û,(H. + V47 2 9)= f i jH p  v j q h  ÛL+ HoQd . . 3 . 4 . 3
A s s urn i n g
a] h = o r v l / q
b ] Hl = Hu = H0 -
1-1u OII
d ] T h a t  the velo
the v e l o c i t y  h e a d
,oor 90 c h a n g e  in d i r e c t i o n .
a t e r t h a n
PL AN
NO SCALE
P R O F IL E
NO S C A L E
(d) C I R C U L A R  P RESSURE CONDUI T
Fig 3.4*.I. -  TijpiooJ J u - A c i " l  0 T \ S
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e] Losses For changes in direction of less -than 90° -to be 
as follows:-
90° o.7 V1 /2g of velocity of water being turned.
45° 2/3 of 0.7 V X/2<3 
30° 1/2 of 0.7 VVZg
Therefore the following expression for the change in 
the hydraulic grade at the manhole can be obtained.
Ro ( Ho + Vo /2.ĝ  ■ HlÎ&l + Q.u + R d') + Rl Vî /Zg f ûuVÎ / l c j  'O-IQllVC /2.(^ 3.4.4.
divide through by do '  GLl t Glu. * SL d 3.4.5.
Ho + VoVZg - Hl + Î6U./Û«) l O - i V i / l ^ )  F ûia/îU V V u7Z<)} . . .  3.4.6.
Hl - H o - VoVZg ' d/fio)/hf /Ic y i ~ fewi/fto'livl/Zg') ... 3.4.7.
where
&CM Û-L » &U. and (>Lq - respective discharges in [m /sec] .
V0, \/i_ , V (x and y d - respective horizontal velocities [m/sec] .
H0, Hl and Hu - are the water elevations.
If more directions are at the manhole, the author states 
that more terms can be inserted into equation 3.4.7. as long as 
onsideration is "given to the relative magnitudes of flow and 
coefficient of velocity head for directions other than straight 
through."
Fig 3.4,2..“ Loss m Mcmkoia dat to oktale m OirEctiorv
o f  F lo w  uv Ltfercd
B.4. LOCAL PRACTICE
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B.4. LOCAL PRACTICE.
Over the last few years there has been an increased 
awareness concerning the problem of calculating energy losses
at pits. The 1977 edition of Australian Rainfall and Runoff treats
the calculation of energy losses more realistically ..than the
previous editions. There are a number of bodies, namely The
Queensland Department of Main Roads [1975], and the Sutherland, 
Hornsby and Wollongong Councils [1980], who have also developed 
methods of design based on the work carried out by Sangster et 
al at the University of M i s s o u r i - commonly known as the 
"Missouri Charts” .
4.1 Australian Rainfall and Runoff.
Australian Rainfall and Runoff covers the problem of 
energy losses at pit structures under Section 12.3, Design of 
a Drainage System.
From Fig. 4.1.1. the difference between the elevations of 
the total energy line [ rlf ] is made up of
a] The energy loss due to friction, [not dealt with in this 
thesis],
b] The energy loss due to the pit structure.
Australian Rainfall and Runoff divides the energy losses 
associated with pit structures into two cases. Firstly, when 
water enters a pipeline from a pool of water.,, which can be 
created by a headwall or formed in a pit, the energy loss can 
be assumed t o be 0.5V /lQ « Secondly, when water di s charge s from 
a pipe, with a submerged outlet, into a pond , the energy loss 
is assumed to be 1.0 V /̂£J. Therefore Australian Rainfall and 
Runoff gives the energy loss associated with pit structures 
as 1.5 V3' /¿Q
This figure seems to be a fairly conservative estimate 
for pit energy loss and until a couple of years ago seems to 
have beem fairly widely adopted by local engineers for drainage 
calculations. Following recent experimental work [i.e. Sangster 
et al], engineers and the Australian Rainfall and Runoff have 
become aware that the amount of energy loss, at pit structure, 
varies for differing aspects of the pit geometry e.g. pit 
shape, surcharge, benching.
The reason that I state Australian Rainfall and Runoff have
inlet Structure
f ig . 4.1.1. -  Losses in Drainage ‘bystem
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become aware of recent studies is that for certain cases
i.e. for pipes larger than 900 0  , Australian Rainfall and
Runoff refers the reader to the work carried out by Sangster et a l .
I would like to see the authors, when rewriting the section 
on energy losses at pit structures for the next edition of -
Australian Rainfall and Runoff, to give design data similar to the 
Missouri Charts so that the Engineer can be confident in the 
value he obtains for energy loss. If the authors are not prepared 
to do this, I would like to see the authors refer the reader 
to other design data. At the moment Australian Rainfall and 
Runoff, in my opinion, does not cover this topic sufficiently.
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4.2. Department: of Main Roads.
The design manual for urban drainage for the Department
of Main Roads is called "Waterway Calculât ions for Urban Drainage"
The design manual does not consider various pipe/junction
pit: arrangements but instead states that for "standard designs 
of gully pits the centre of the outlet pipes at gully pits 
should be at least VVl?) metres below the gutter."
Again, I would consider that this does not adequately cover 
energy losses at junction pit structures, and that this design 
manual should be updated to make use of recent research work.
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4.3 Queensland Department of7 Main R o a d s .
The Queensland Department of Main Roads use the ' 
Charts” as there only reference for their section of ! 
at Inlets and Junctions” . Therefore refer to section 




4.4 Country Roads Board [Victoria] - Road Design Manual.
The Country Roads Board’s publication the Road Resign 
Manual covers the requirements for road and drainage design.
From the manual the loss of head is divided into a 
number of sections. Losses are said to occur a t :-
a] Pit Entrys:
The Country Roads Board gives pit entry losses as
hi. = [1.4 to 2.0] f l l C j
The factor 2.0 applies to outlet velocity above 3.5 m/s 
while 1.4 applies to outlet velocities below 3.5 m/s.
b] Velocity Change:
If velocity increases through pit, and the inlet and outlet 
pipes are on straight alignment,
hl -- v t
/i = inlet velocity [m/s].
/i = outlet velocity Cm/s]. 
g = 9.81 m/s .
c] Change of Direction:
The authors assume that the majority of approach velocity 
¿s lost on a 90° change of direction. Losses for bend=> less than 
90° are:-
coLD 0o0)I angular
30° - 60° ancjular
15° - 30° angular
bend = 1 .2
bend = 0.8
bend = 0.5 £
For losses due to bend, please refer to Fig. 4.4.1.
F icy 4-, 4 .1.
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d] Drops through Pit:
For Drops through pits, that is when the top of the outlet 
pipe is below the top cf the inlet pipe, the authors suggest 
increasing the length of the pit. See Table 4.4.1.
e] Branch Connections: .
For a lateral:-
Ca] That carry less than 20% of total flow, the system 
should be designed on the required head allowance for the 
through f l o w .
[bl That carry more than 2D% of the total flow, see Fig. 4.4.2. 
for required head loss.
[c] Of pipe size 750mm diameter or greater, that carry more 
than 20% of total flow, the lateral should be brought at
an angle of 30° or less to the line of main flow.
[d] Of 1200mm diameter or greater, carrying greater than
o20% of flow, the angle should be less than 15 ,
Fig. 4.4.2. [which is similar to the Fig. 3.1.12] , Section 
3.1], shows losses for 90° laterals. For other junction angles 
less than this the author suggests the following:-
Approach Angle of Lateral Loss
cn CD
0 i CD O 0 F i g . 4 . 4.2
30 ° I CD a 0 7 5% p  i  q  .
f\Jq-
15 ° I Id a 0 50% F i g . A A £-t . -+ . C_
fl
D r o p D ,  $  6 0 0  m m  
L  m m .
D ,  >  1 2 ( 
L  m m .
L e s s  t h a n  0  5 D , S t d  s i z e 1 5 D ,
0 .5 a  t o  1 .5 0 , 1 .5 D , 2 D ,
1 .5 D ,  t o  2 .5 D ,  
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4 * ̂  Wollongong City Council.
This council has developed a stormwater design manual 
For the hydraulic design of Underground Pipe Networks.
The manual is divided into two parts. The First part deals 
with the design oF pipes running Full and uses the work 
conducted at the University oF Missouri by Sangster and his 
co-authors as the main reFerence. In Fact, the First part is 
based around the "Missouri Charts" and uses these exclusively 
For the calculation oF head loss at pit structures. For Further 
inFormation the reader is reFered to Section 3.1.
The second halF oF the book deals with the design oF pipes 
running part Full.
This manual and others like it show that more people are 
becoming aware that pipe networks need to be designed efficiently.
Although this is a step in the right direction, authorities 
need to be aware oF current work being carried cut by others into 
junction pit losses. The new work will be able to update
and ampliFy the "Missouri Charts".
C. MODEL
c - 1
c . M O D E L .
Due to the impracticality of testing a full sized prototype, 
it was necessary to construct a model with three connecting 
pipes C 2 in, 1 out 3, to determine the magnitude of the pressure 
head coefficients " KLl" , "KL” and the surface elevation coefficient 
tTkyy,T. For details of model construction, see section C.1.
C - 2
C. 1 . MODEL
The fol
the model : -
1 . All pipe
it was not n
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a] Previous experimental work carried out by 
Sangster et al in the "Missouri Charts” and by 
Mr. Clive Hare in his Post-Graduate Thesis.
b] General Design Practice.
All pits were flat bottomed, that is there was no benching. 
Pipes were brought in at the bottom of the pit, that is their 
rts were matched. This is one 1 - the methods of construction
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ñ T r  o o \  q  & W\ & K Ì" Water returned 
to Reservior
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8. Selection of pipe diameter:-
In Australia the smallest sized stormwater drainage pipe 
used is the 375mm diameter [actual diameter 381mm]. Due to 
constraints such as size of pump, working area , it was 
decided to adopt a model pipe diameter of 40mm [nominal].
By comparing Froude Numbers of the prototype and the 
model, it is possible to obtain the velocity and therefore the 
flowrate in the pipeline of the model. [Ref. 33 ] .
h F TA
h - Vrc
J  L? g J  9
Fp = Froude number for the prototype.
Fm = Froude number for the model.
^ = Velocity in pipeline of prototype.
/m = Velocity in p ipeline of model.
Lp = Diameter of pipeline for prototype
Lm- Diameter of pipeline for mode1.




Lr = i_L_Lnv where Lr. is the scalar model to
Therefore
/ \ ~h.Vm - Yp X (Lr)
C - 4
Pipelines designed in Australia are usually designed for 
a maximum velocity of 6 m/s [if the velocity is greater than 
this scour problems arise], and a minimum velocity of 0.5 m/s 
[if less than this the pipe is not self cleansing].
Therefore for a model pipe diameter of 40mm nominal 
[actual diameter 44mm],
U  - M i44 =  ß -U
Maximum velocity of pipeline:—
Vìa ( ma x )  -
Maximum flowrate of pipeline:-
-  !/%
b X i è ' ù b )
2.04 m/sec.
H a\ ¿íaixxS — Z Ú A  X  l ô ù A A  X  lí)/ A
= 3.10 I /sec.
9. The tappings were made in the side of the pipes. This was 
done to prevent air from being trapped around the entrance of 
the tapping and in the piezometer tubing. Before each run of 
experiments, the tappings and tubing were checked for any 
entrapped air, if any was found it was removed before the readings 
were taken.
To help in preventing air from getting into the system
the water was kept in the sy stem by blocking the pipe cutlet .
and then switching the pump off. On starting the experi mental
work , the pump was sw itched on then the bloc- ' 9e of the pipe
outlet was removed.
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The Flow irrto the Header tanks initially [First 20 tests], 
was only controlled by the area oF the opening oF the outlet 
pipe From the supply-line. We Found that the header tank 
closer to the pump received more water than the other header 
tank. Because it was necessary to control the Flow to the header . 
tanks, it was decided to install Ball-Valves [KTM. PVC. Ball 
Valves - Valve Size 2-50 *̂ /m] , one in each oF the supply line
just beFore the water entered the header tank.,
For Model 2, there occurred a surge in the piezometer 
readings. ThereFore a higher and a lower reading For each 
piezometer tapping was recording and the average was used in 
the calculation [see results For Model 2, Appendix A].
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C. 2. MODEL OPERATION.
The experiments were conducted on the arrangement shown 
in Fig. C.1.1. Photos of various parts of the model arrangement 
are shown in Fig. C.2.1.
The water was pumped into the supply line, the supply line 
then Feeds the header tanks. The level oF the water in the header 
tanks was controlled by holes cut at various heights in the 
side oF the tanks, these holes then controlled the velocity oF 
the water in the respective pipelines as well as the grade oF 
the Hydraulic Grade Line [HGL] and Energy Line[ELj.
From the Header Tanks, the water Flows through the pipelines 
to the junction pit, at the junction pit an energy loss occurs 
which results in drop in the Hydraulic Grade Line and Energy Line. 
This energy loss is a result oF the turbulence caused by the 
convergance oF the Flow From the pipelines as well as the entry 
and exit losses oF the pipelines.
From the junct ion pit, the water Flows th rough the
downstream pipeline to the end tank, on then to the rese rvo ir.
From the reservoir the water is pumped into the sup p ly  i ine and
the cycle starts again.
To obtain the Hydraulic Grade Line o f  the upstream, 
lateral and downstream pipelines, as well as the water surrace 
in the junction pit, piezometer tappings were used. I he tappings 
were then showing on the piezometer board. C See Fig. C.1.1. ].
For dimensions oF header tanks, piezometer t oings, pipes 
• etc., see Fig. 0.2.2. to Fig. C.2.4..
ici Model Arrangement 
Fug C.2.1 -  Photo*. of Model
(dì Supply Ime from R.eseryior Keservior
(•fi Header Ttmk
(gì Piezometer Tapping (hi Stilling Basin for Pit Junction
(ii Close-up of H.Cr.L.on Piezometer 
Board.
( j i  Piezometer Board
Note- 1. All screws 3mm 0
2. Plate, Thickness











fig.C.22. -  Pipe, Details














Notes*. I. The, Junction Pit clt\A Heouder 
Tnnks were constructed from 
iur- conditioning ducting 
ilVdl Thickness=i-5 mm\
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J u n c tio n  P it D etail
Fiq CIVHeader Tank and. Junction Fit Detail
General Notes*.
1. Wafer supphecL through a'Vitudex' PV.C 
50mm Class °i pipes
2. fi Ball-'Value,, type KTfA. PV.C. Was used af the 
entrance of the Header Tanks.
3. fill measurements m millimeters unless 
otherwise noted.




Over .100 results were taken on the arrangement described 
in Section 0. Ten tests were taken for each arrangement of 
holes in the header tanks.
For each test the results and calculations were carried 
out on the one sheet. it was necessary to have two types oF 
calculation sheets. Calculation Sheet 1, Fig. D.1. was used 
Tor Models 1 - 4 .  Because the level of the water in the header 
tanks and the diameter of the pipelines were the same, it was 
possible to obtain the velocity of the water in each pipeline 
by uhe Continuity Equation [ d = V X A ] . For Models 5 - 11, the 
levels of water in the header tanks were different, therefore 
the velocities in the pipelines were different, therefore the 
Continuity Equation doesn't apply„ Instead I used the Darcy— 
Weisbach Equation [see Fig. D.2.], to obtain the velocity in each 
pipeline. The Coefficient of Friction [ f ], was obtained 
from Models 1 - 4  [see Table D.1.],
These results, with a plot of the Hydraulic Grade Line, 
are continued in Appendix A, for a summary of the results see 
Table D.2., while Table D.3. shows the characteristics of the 
results.
For Model 5, no calculations were done because from .the 
results it can be seen that there was no flow In the lateral; 
water may even have flowed from the junction pit to the lateral 
header tank. Therefore to stop errors occurring in my graphs, 
etc., no calculations were made. In Model 11 I was aware 
of the reverse situation where no flow occurred in the upstream 
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EMI. U/L Il.trL. EftN. L/5 H.ClL. Ean. &/s i m .
rv-- ♦ y  L r_x
[lev. U/S HGrL m PiL mm Eltv. LA H.LL.m Pit -- mm Elev. D/3 H.irL m Pit > m m
v v /, - 
“ ' mm A  * mm - m m
Llev. LA TIL m Pit ~ mm Elev LA TEL. m. fit “ mm Elev. DA ILL m Pit mm
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L\ev. at 0 =
m i-
Vu - / (  - )1Z03 = mm
- L/S H.ti.l.
Llev. at o --
m i*
\  -n  - ) *1203 s mm
FILt. Q.Z-C&lcLiioLhoyi ShLEi No.2.
T A 6 L L  D.l — Cort f in M d -  of F r io t io n ,
Darcy-Wei sboch Ê yv- t y ' f JL JL1 ___
3
••• f - ^ / ( L / D .  ^/Zg)
MODEL PIPE IT v(ri\Tl\h) V %/mmj
l /D ,hf ,i tn rf\} f
' 1 Upstream m 31-5 ¿4-5
U5+Z-+S+)
78 0-0308
Lateral Si! 31-5 84-5
(5+| -4ft}
e& 0-034 8
l Upstream 31 84-5
•455 -5673 
¿8 0-0330
Lateral i % 31 8f5
to-siot 1 
81 0-0301
3 Upstream m 18 84-5
i m - m )
30 O-Oltl
Lateral 585 18 W-5
iZ4̂  -IvT; 1
52 0-0388
4 Upstream 515 14 84 E 30 0-0331
i
Lateral 515 ...li 54-5
iiss-issi
15 0-0177
M l . 0 033
■ —
K ea rro n g m a  Ecyr ( l t : ~
ir -- / l y l c f  =  
V  L / d f
Note •. Kf is obtained using a straight line regress iorv eauatiim.
The yfllu.es shown thus i ), are the levels of the H.&.L at 
top and bottom of the, pipeline.
JTflBLjE_ D.2.— t>u.mrA cw y  of Ke.su.U s
r ............... Level of Holes Fibe Flows
Model .....U '" ...... L u ~ Cw ......o r ” .....Q0"
mm mm //S 2/s i  h
1 M  (¿0i| S8T (¿00) ¡■iA' i-l^ m
l 461 (460) 4t7 (48(j i - u h i Z-4-Z.
3 348 (3(0) 347 (3to) o-u H  6 I l l
' ' 4, 228 (240) Z2T (240) 0-71 071 1-57
5 5H  (¡,00) 227 (240) 2-15 D 211
6 5811(00) 347 (3 to) H I 0-44 i - H
1 4£>il (480) 347 (3 00) l i t 0-71 147
8 227 (240) 347 (%0) 0- 46 1-04 1-55
1 221 (240) 467(400) 044 177 111
10 341 (360) 587 (000) 0-36 l i t 2-00
II 221 (240' 587 (600) 0 m 11.3
( ) - H e ig h t  of Holes above, b a s e  of
Pipe D i o n e t e r s  ■
6/ 4
do e f f i c i e n t e
Du D 0 ....... K> ......... .^ U L ,
mm Mino mrrt
4 4 4 4 4 4 ID- Bi ¡ ■ w I- 42 /■Ìl
4 4 4 4 4 4 ' { ¡■lì l -4 4 |-3 é l-45
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 -ùl I" 57 l '5 l I-5Ì






4 4 4 4 4 4 - -.......— — ™ ...
4 4 4 4 4 4 7 - ¿ 4 0 - i Z O S I O S  5
4 4 4 4 4-4 5-42- m l-2i M I
4 4 4 4 4  A" 4 4 4 H 5 K l ¡•Si
4 4 4-4 4 4 5 -D1 M U I-78 2-0 fc
4 4 4 4 4 4 S- 5 b Z-2 l !-33 1 - 4 3
4  4 4 4 4 4 L- Ùi L - M I-8 é 1 -4 !
Heac\e,r Tcu\K
»-»vi ->
MODEL M E A N 5TD. DEV. VARIANCE SUIVI MODEL MEAN STD. DEV. VARIANCE 5llN\
1 K * 1481 0-0I7 0-0003 14 81 7 Km 1-241 0-040 0-002I I M I
k L 1-423 0-015 0-0005 14-23 Kl 1-28 0-061 0-0043 I2-80
kw 1-507 0-014 0 0001 15-07 K*y 1327 0-052 00024 I3-Z7
5/ d0 10434 0-031 0-0014 108-34 s / d„ 5-422 0-052 0-0024 54-22
1 k m 1-434 0-034 0-0010 14-36 8 Km 1-748 0 053 0-0025 I7-48
k l l-3fc O-Oll 0-0004 13-6 Kl 1-613 0-046 0-0011 16-I3
Kw 1-445 o-oio 0-0002 14-45 kw 1-007 0-041 0-0022 I8-07
v p . 8-731 0-014 0-0080 87-32 5 / d0 4-344 O-O05 0 0065 43-44
3 K« 1-561 0-044 0-0021 15-64 4 k u 1-156 0-036 O-00I2 I1-56
Kl ! 508 0 057 0-0024 15-08 Kl 1781 0-021 0-0007 17-81
k w M i t 0-054 0-0026 15-86 kyy 2-061 0-042 O-0OI6 20-61
_ _ SA _ 507 O-Ill 00113 50-7 5/ d0 5 044 0-063 0-0036 50-14
4 K« I-11& 0-015 0-0005 1178 10 Ku i m 0-022 0-0004 i m
Kl ■H44 0-014 0-0003 11-64 Kl 1-187 fl-02) 0-0004 11-87
Kw MOI 0-018 0-0003 12-62 k w 2-434 0-037 O-OOIZ 24-34
J l v * 3-437 0-043 0-0017 3437 s / d, 6-558 0-061 0-0043 85-58
5 II Ku 2-01
6 K 0-8I7 0-015 0 0006 817 Kl 1-86
Kl 0-814 0-016 0-0002 814 Kw 2-41
k w 0-841 0-016 0-0002 8-44 5/ d„ 6-08
5i k _ 7-243 0-074 00041 72 43
1
0 - 2
■therefore the calculations shown [see Appendix A], are accurate 
in this case, that is, there was no flow from the junction pit 
to the upstream header t a n k .
See Fig. D.3. the Definition sketch for the relationships 
between kk , KL and Kw .
Figure D.4. shows the relationship between the loss 
coefficients and the division of flow. In Fig. D.4.[aj., as
flow m  the upstream pipe increases In proportion to that 
the wQc.al flow, that is , less f_ow is carried by the lateral, 
the loss coefficients kK and K.w decreases. This is what is
expected because there is less di sturbance hence less energy
loss in the p it beca use there is less flow carried by the lateral
Therefore the flow in the upstream pipe would tend to continue
straight thro ugn the pit into the downstream pi p e .
Figure 0.4.[b]. shows the opposite side of the coin. As 
a greater proportion of the total flow is carried by the lateral 
the loss coefficient k|_ increases. This is again what would 
be expected because the greater flow in the lateral would lause 
a larger disturbance hence a larger energy loss in toe pit. The 
disturbance arises because the flew in the lateral breaks up 
the flow regime from the upstream pipe.
The graphs In Fig. D.5. show the relationship between Kw 
and the division of flow in the upstream and lateral pipes.
These graphs show what was expected, for a larger flow in the 
upstream pipe, Rw was small and for a large flew in the lateral 
pipe Kw was large. The reasoning for m i s  relat i ons.n ip is the 
same as that described fer Fig. D.4.
The submergence ratio [ 5 / Dc j was compared to surface
¡¿MV,
yt  f l.
V
fty V, fl.
Fi 9 Ù.3 Definitum Sketch.
Fig. 
D.4-- keicdionsKip between Loss Coefficients arid
Division of Flow
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elevation coefficient C K^ ] in Fig. D.6. to seo iF there 
existed a relationship. The points marked [ 0 ] represented 
values For Models 1 - 4 iF the point not in line is ignored
there is a straight line relationship between the remaining 
three points. The points marked [ A ] represent the models 
where G lu./Q .o > 0 '5  again there seems to be a straight line 
relationship between these three points. The points marked 
4- represent models where & l / Qlq 7(3'5 5 there also seems to be 
a relationship between these points. However, to conFirm these 
relationships the model needs to be tested For a larger range 
o F 5/Dd rat i o s .
In Fig. D.7. and Fig. D.8. the submergence ratio is 
plotted against the loss coeFFicient in the upstream pipeline 
[Fig. D.7.] and lateral pipeline [Fig. D.8.], There seems
to exist a similar relationship between the loss coeFFicients 
[ ku. > Kl and kw] and the submergence ratio [ i/llo ], but to 
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3. U.S. Department of Transportâtion.
For 2. and 3. only a comparison of my results, to the 
solutions obtained by using their theoretical equations, could 
be made. While for 1. it is possible to make direct comparison 
of results.
The comparison of results with Sangster es al, are shown 
in Table E.1. and in Fig. E.1. From the table and graph it can 
be seen that the loss coefficient ku. , are generally larger
than those obtained by Sangster. That is, the energy loss obtained 
for the pit structure tested is greater than the energy loss 
obtained using the Sangster design charts.
My value for upstream loss coefficient was 5% to 24% greater 
than those obtained by Sangster while the value for my lateral 
loss coefficient was 9% to 28% greater than Sangster’s value 
for the lateral loss coefficient.
The comparison of loss coefficient values obtained for 
Models 1 - 4  are very Interesting. Whereas Sangster obtained 
a constant value for boh" the upstream [ = 1.37] and lateral
[ kL = 1.22] loss coeff. lents, my results showed a trend [ that 
is if results for Model 3 are ignored.] The trend is shown in 
Fig. 0. as submergence ratio increases so does and KL , 
this trend is again shown in the plot of kw V'S b/ù0 • From 
these graphs it seems that the submergence ratio has an effect
E - 2
on the value of Ku , KL and Kyy . Sangster seems to have ignored 
the apparent effect of the submergence ratio on these loss co- 
eff icients.
See Table E .2. for the comparison of results using Hare’s
formula, Equation 3. 3. a. - 3.3.1!. , see Sect ion B .3.3.3., for
description of H a r e ’s wo rk .
From Table E.2. it can be seen that generally the value
for ku. and kL obtained using the equations mentioned above, 
while the values of kw are gnerally lower than those obtained 
by these equations.
For Models 1 - 4 ,  the values ku. , KL and kw remain the same, 
when Hare’s equations are used, while the experimental value 
varies. Although Hare makes allowances for effect of submergence, 
this is conditional on there being grate flow. In the experiments 
conducted there existed no grate flow, therefore aK$ was equal 
to zero. This equation should be changed so in cases where there 
is no grate flow an allowance is still made for the effect of 
submergence.
Hare nominates an allowance for the pit, that is, Akp = 3, 
[for a three-pipe system]. From the comparison, it could be 
assumed that Akp , which helps to influence the value of kw , 
would be influenced by other factors such as velocity, pit 
shape and geometry, etc.
The U.S. Department f  Transportât ion used Equation 3.4.7. 
to compute the head loss coefficient for the upstream and 
lateral pipes.
The comparison between the results obtained from the 
experiment and Equation 3.4.7. are shown in Table E.3,
E - 3
The results, using the equation mentioned above, show that 
ka equals kL , for Models 1 - 4 ,  also ka and kL are constant 
for the different flowrates, [Sangster’s results also showed 
This pattern]. From this it can be assumed that the authors 
regarded the submergence ratio C S /D0J , as having no effect on 
and kL .
For Models 8 - 1 1 ,  where the lateral carries the major flow, 
the value of ku, and decrease as S.¡_/Q0 increase, whereas the 
results obtained from experiments show the reverse patten, that 
is Ku and kL increase for increasing values of d L /0 .o .
The results obtained for ku. and k-w , from experiments are 
up to 744 larger than results obtained by using the method 
nominated by the U .S . Department of Transportâtion.
Both the U,3. Department of Transportâtion and Sangster 
et al , se'em to assume that the water level in the pit is equal 
to the level of the upstream hydraulic grade line at the branch­
point because neither author refers to a water surface elevation 
Kjv • From experiments it was found that the water surface in 
the pit is slightly higher than the upstream hydraulic grade 
1 ine .
Both Sangster's and H a r e ’s results compared fairly closely 
to the experimental results obtained, but there was not very 
much correlation between the experimental results and those 
obtained by the U .S , Department of T ansportation equations.
Of the methods reviewed in Section B.3., Local Practice, 
only Queensland Main Roads, Country Roads Board and Wollongong 
City Council adequately cover the topic of energy losses at
E ~4
junction pit structures, Australian Rainfall and Runoff loss 
coefficient of 1.5 is either conservative [ e.g. pipes flowing 
straight through pits on low grades], or does not adequately 
cover the energy loss that does occur in pits C e.g. pipes at 
high grades, intersection of pipes at pits, etc. ]. This 
section of Australian Rainfall and Runoff should be rewritten 
to include the latest data obtained from recent research work.
Table L l . ~ tompcLmcm IK\y\q S a l te r 's  design GhcirH 
(see Fig î.1.15 axel Fig 1.1.I t )
m o d e l
FLOWRATLS PIPE DIAME. j m Mu Hu Ml Kl Kia. kL ku ki.
ÛkA./&0 Ù.L lùsQ Du/CU Dl /D o Dll/Dl
i ÖS o-s ii 1 i 0-75 1-85 0-75 H l 147 141 148 141
i 0-5 OS i 1 i 0-15 l - i i 0-1S I t i 141 111 1*44 14t
3 OS 0-5 i 1 i 075 I 'B Ù-1S 141 147 111 1-57 141
0-5 0-2 !1 1 i o - n 145 o n Y bl. 147 M l MS 1-16
5 0-71 o 1 1 i D l l m 0 4 8 H l 008 o - a
—
b Ù-77 M S 1 1 i 041 m 0-41 1 - b l ß-75 H b 0 - t l 0 4 1
T H i 0 -M ! 1 i H I m 0 4 1 H L 1-14 H O I IS m
2 040 04  T 1 1 i 0-11 1-85 ÒSI H l 147 147 ¡•75 14!
S o - n 075 1 1 i o -n 145 o n ¡■bl i-70 ¡41 1 4 t 1-78
10 0-16 D M 1 1 i o-n 1-81 o - n 141 1-78 1-57 111 ¡4S
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kL - Ku. -  2. ~ L if\o\co i 9 m. +
¿kt
(PioXcosQu. “ L f l o l co s  9 l t  Qos flu./I M.) 1 4 L h U.
Akp -- P-3 Vi" 
*9
Ù.O
Nok: Cos flu - I 
Cos ù l = 0
&9 *0
ku/ “ kj3\t - Kw * Ak.p t i
------------ --------- - ---------1
mOQLL FLOW RATE
PIPE ARER FRODA FORMULA FROM EXPERIMENTS
Ä.
«Il
ilo Au Al ho Akt ■'Akp Akpit ku. I(l k\AJ ku. kL kw
1 0-5 0 5 44 4 4 4 4 0 0-3 l-t 1-5 1-5 1-8 1-4« I-4Z 1-51
z 0-5 0-5 44 4 4 44 0 0-3 18 1-5 1-5 11 1-44 1-30 1-45
3 0-5 0-5 44 4 4 44 0 0-3 l-J 1-5 1-5 1-8 1-57 151 1-57
4 0-5 P-5 44 44 44 0 0-3 1-3 1-5 1-5 1-0 MB 110 l i t
5 0-71 0 44 44 44 0 0-3 — — —
6 0-77 0-I8 44 4 4 4 4 0 0-3 P-70 0-60 0-0 fc 0-74 0-82 0-02 P-85
7 P-02 0-38 4 4 4 4 44 0 P-3 1-57 i l l 1-23 1-50 117 1-2« 1-33
8 P-30 Obi 44 4 4 4 4 0 0-3 208 m 1-78 108 1-75 1-61 1-81
1 P-27 0-73 44 44 44 0 0-3 215 1-85 1-85 1-15 1-70 1-78 2-06
ID M B P-M 44 4-4- 44* 0 0-3 277 1-77 i n 2-27 I I I 1-77 2-43
II 0 61! 44 44 44 0 fl-3 2-3 2-0 I D 2-3 2-07 !‘ i b 2-41
TftfilW É3/~ Coin fjo jffsùrif vvrFK...U .S. I Dg périment of TraY^pgrta.4JiP4r\ Metivofü
Usincj Ecyv. î.4.7 w h u K  qives tKe chitnqe m  4qdïrcLu.hc Crrodé,*-—
Hl- H o *j£  - ¡ ¡ A fea£]  - i t à l v l ]
Zq \1jU jv / l Ao/lZqJ
•" * k j ^  - Hl '  Ho Nota' k -  k ia.  ̂k l
29
FLOW- M î t VELJCITY HEflû FR0IVI f ORNIÙLÀ FR0IYI EXPimtNT
MODE! I J  cio 6Ll /6Lo y-Vio Vu/2g Vl /2o Hl “ Ho ku Hl ku kL
l m \ I î a ) t ì f \ \
1 05 os ISO 4-0 4-0 132 0-84 004 1-48 1-42
2 OS 0-5 124 i l 32 108 084 0-84 1-44 1-36
3 0-5 0-5 ¿5 1 b 16 55 084 084 1 57 1-51
4- 0-5 0-5 54 14- 14 45 0-83 0-83 M8 H6
5 074 0 101 102 — — — — — —
b 077 OU 135 20 4 73 0-54 0-54 0-82 0-82
7 O U 030 77 30 II 57 0-74 0-74 1-24 1-28
g DÌO Obi 53 5 25 47 088 0 88 1-75 1-61
4 o n o n 57 4- 30 44 087 H l 1-40 178
10 o n m 08 3 68 70 074 074 221 M l
II 0 o n bb 0 ¿3 48 072 0-72 204 1-80
F. CONCLUSIONS
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F • CONCLUSION .
As mentioned in the Introduction, the purpose of this 
thesis was twofold. Firstly, the results obtained enabled a 
comparison with previous studies, as well as an analysis of present 
design literature available; secondly, it was hoped that the 
results would lend themselves to a design process that could 
be useful in the design of stormwater drainage schemes.
In Section E, a detailed comparison is carried out with 
other design literature available. The main points that arise 
from this section are:-
a] From Sangster's design charts the values of the upstream
and the lateral loss coefficients, and kL were 5% to 28% lower
than the results obtained from the experiments. Sangster 
assumed that the water surface elevation in the pit was equal
to the upstream hydraulic grade line, when from the results, 
the water level in the pit is usually higher than the upstream 
hydraulic grade line. Also no allowance is made for the apparent 
effect of the submergence ratio on values of the loss coefficient.
b] The comparison of results using these equations showed 
a reasonable conformity between the experimental results and 
the theoretical results for the upstream and lateral loss 
coefficients. For the water surface elevation loss coefficient 
the conformity was not so great. Possible equations should be 
altered so that the effect of the submergence ratio is still 
included for situations where no grate flow exists.
There seemed little comparison between the experimental 
results and the theoretical results obtained using the U.S.
F - 2
Department of Transportâtion equations.
d] Australian Rainfall and Runoff stipulates a constant 
loss coefficient of 1.5, From the experimental reRults the 
actual value of the loss coefficients varied either side of this 
value showing the value of 1.5 does not adequately represent 
the loss coefficient values for differing flowrates.
The results obtained from the experimental arrangement were 
quite reasonable; this can be seen from the plots of the 
hydraulic grade line shown in Appendix 1. Also the calculated 
flowrates were shown to be reasonable when checked using the 
Continuity Equation.
From the experimental results obtained the following points 
can be noted: -■
1] The level of the water in the pit was higher than the 
level of either the upstream or lateral Hydraulic Grade Line 
at the branch point.
2] The value of the water surface elevation loss coefficient, 
Kw , was always higher than eitbr the upstream or lateral loss
codf f icients, kLL and k|_ .
3] from Figures D.i> , D.7 and D.S , there seems
to be a relationship between loss coefficients , Kl j and Kw
and the submergence ratio, 5 /D0 .
4] A linear relationship seems to exist for versus Sw./fio
[Fig. D. 4. cO, kL versus GLAlpCFig. Û. 4. b. ] and Kw versus a^/Ô0 [ F  ig.
D.5.a.*b]
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